#1 new drama in French Canada
37% market share
What if your life changed overnight?
After drinking heavily at a party, 17-year-old Sarah and her childhood friend Cedric, who was celebrating his
18th birthday, drive off in a sports car and end up in a horrifying accident. That night changes everything for
the two critically injured teens and their parents. Beyond the physical consequences that leave Sarah severely
disabled, the accident marks the start of a medical, legal and emotional battle that pits the two families –
formely close friends – against each other. The terrible tragedy forces everyone involved, teens and parents
alike, to draw on new reserves to survive and grow. But what really happened that fateful night?
The series keeps you on the edge of your seat right to the tenth and final episode, as the facts surrounding these
teens, and their actions during the high-spirited party, are revealed bit by bit. Sarah’s friends and family are all
in some way responsible for, or involved in what happened. The story centres on the relationship between Sarah
and her father, Luc, and is told from the eyes of these two characters, as they journey through the various stages
of Sarah’s recovery. We watch them help each other transform this twist of fate into a new life.
For Sarah is a series imbued with light and hope. Its characters, who are pushed to their limits, are presented
with dignity and free of any moral judgements.

“Shattering... a cliff hanger... a punch to the stomach: probably none of these qualifiers would be considered an
exaggeration for viewers of For Sarah, when they watch the last episode of the series...”
- Marie-Josée Roy, Le Huffington Post Québec
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Genre: Serialized drama
Time slot: Prime Time Mondays 9pm
Length: 10 x 42 min
Production year: 2015
Original Broadcaster: TVA
Original version: French language
Market share: 37%
Produced by: Encore Television & DUO Productions

Awards:
Banff World Media Award: Best
Francophone Series
Gémeaux: Best Actress,
Best Actor
Larochelle Fiction Festival:
Official selection

